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Abstract We describe novel approaches to tackling the problem of natural language
processing for low-resource languages. The approaches are embodied in systems for
name tagging and machine translation (MT) that we constructed to participate in
the NIST LoReHLT evaluation in 2016. Our methods include universal tools, rapid
resource and knowledge acquisition, rapid language projection, and joint methods for
MT and name tagging.

Keywords Low-resource languages · Incident-driven · Name tagging · Machine
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1 Introduction

The NIST LoReHLT evaluation requires us to rapidly develop name tagging, machine
translation (MT) and situation frame detection systems for any surprise incident lan-
guage (IL, Uighur in 2016) within a very short time frame. The LoReHLT 2016
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evaluation consisted of three checkpoints (CPs): CP1 = one week, CP2 = two weeks,
and CP3 = onemonth.We also evaluated internally after only 6 h for name tagging and
24 h for MT (CP0), using a completely-automatic language technology development
environment (LTDE).

Compared to previous evaluations such as MUC (Grishman and Sundheim 1996),
NIST ACE (NIST 2005), KBP (Ji and Grishman 2011) and Open MT1, this task
brings several unique challenges: (1) Very few resources are available. The follow-
ing unlabeled Uighur data sets were provided various checkpoints: (1) Set 0, which
includes pre-incident IL monolingual data and comparable English data; (2) Set 1 and
Set 2, which include post-incident IL monolingual data; (3) Set S, an English Sce-
nario model, topically related to some documents in Set 1 and Set 2. The incident in
LoReHLT 2016 was an earthquake in Hotan, Xinjiang in 2014. No training data was
provided for name tagging, and only a small amount of out-of-domain parallel data
was available for MT. (2) System developers have little knowledge about the IL, so it
is very difficult to perform effective error analysis for system improvement. (3) Unlike
the standard way of splitting a data set from the same source, time period, and topics
into training/development/test, the sources and topics of the evaluation set are also
unknown, which makes it difficult to perform parameter estimation and optimization.

Using name tagging and MT as case studies, we developed the following novel
approaches to tackling these challenges:

– Universal tools We developed a large collection of universal tools and resources
before the evaluation. For example, our universal tool uroman2 converted all cor-
pora from the IL and related languages (RL) into the Roman alphabet, out of the
box, without any adaptation required. We collected name tagging and translation
resources for all 282 Wikipedia languages.

– Rapid incident-related resource acquisition For MT, we developed a Chinese
Room (Searle 1980) environment which allowed us to construct small but appro-
priate data sets for MT tuning and system combination. For name tagging, we
automatically selected IL documents about disasters, extracted and expanded
names from English documents and knowledge bases, mined name translation
pairs from comparable corpora, and projected expected names from English to IL
documents as initial annotations.

– Rapid IL-related knowledge acquisition We acquired IL-specific name related
resources and features from Wikipedia and grammar books, and projected name
related contextual resources from English and Chinese to Uighur.

– Related language projection We built an related language (RL)-to-IL con-
verter (Pourdamghani and Knight 2017), which we used to convert RL/English
parallel data into additional IL/English parallel data. We used Uzbek as our RL.
The projected resources from RL to IL significantly improved MT performance.

– Interaction betweenMT and name taggingWe developed newmethods to make
MT and name tagging/translation mutually enhance each other.

1 http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/mt/.
2 http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/software/romanizer/uroman-v1.2.tar.gz.
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– Multi-media evidence Using image as a language-independent media, we val-
idated person name candidates based image search and face recognition in the
unconstrained setting.

2 Name tagging

2.1 Universal resources and tools prepared before the evaluation

2.1.1 Universal tools

Before the evaluation started, we had the following language universal tools ready:

– A rule and pattern based universal name tagger for any language (Zhang et al.
2016).

– A linguistic survey form, with answers automatically encoded into features, rules
and patterns.

– A universal name tagger for 282 languages in Wikipedia (Pan et al. 2017).
– A universal morphology analyzer learned from Wikipedia markups.
– A trainable transliteration system using name pairs in any two languages (Lin et al.
2016).

– An interactive annotation interface where the annotator can see translations for
some words and fix automatic annotations.

– An active learning interface to dynamically recommend sentences for annotators
to annotate names.

– A Uzbek name tagger with 83% F-score.
– A Turkish name tagger with 76% F-score.
– Cross-lingual entity discovery and linking systems for 14 languages.
– A word and phrase translator learned from cross-lingual Wikipedia titles, which
provides English translations for phrases in 291 languages.

– Universal romanizer, rescriptor and tokenizer (details are described in Sect. 3.2).

2.1.2 Universal resources

In addition we had the following non-traditional linguistic resources ready:

– Universal knowledge base: name related structural characteristics extracted from
the World Atlas of Linguistic Structure (WALS) (Dryer and Haspelmath 2013),3

Unicode Common Locale Data Repository,4 Syntactic Structures of the World’s
Languages,5 and grammar books.

– Phrase books: DFIFLC survival Kits, 6 situation models (e.g., Machine Foreign
Language Translator Systems), the Next Generation Incident Command System,

3 http://wals.info/.
4 http://cldr.unicode.org/.
5 http://sswl.railsplayground.net/.
6 http://fieldsupport.dliflc.edu/.
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US disaster reports, travel phrase books, and elicitation corpora (Probst et al. 2001;
Alvarez et al. 2005).7

– Dictionaries: CIA names (all name gazetteers and name related features),8 Wiki-
tionary (1247 languages),9 PanLex (21 million lexemes or expressions in about
10,000 language varieties, with 1.1 billion pairwise translations among lexemes)
(Baldwin et al. 2010; Kamholz et al. 2014),10 OpenMultilingualWordNet derived
from Wikitionary, Unicode Common Locale Data Repository (CLDR),11 Open
Multilingual WordNet (Bond and Paik 2012), Universal WordNet (200+ lan-
guages) (de Melo and Weikum 2009), and 9 million name pairs which were
automatically wikified by our entity linker (Pan et al. 2015).

– Entity priors mined from a large corpus and knowledge base walker (Lu et al.
2016).

– Etymological WordNet (de Melo and Weikum 2010; de Melo 2014), which pro-
vides information about how words in different languages are etymologically
related. The information is mostly mined from Wiktionary.

– The entireWikipedia dump, 3 billionwords in 35million articles in 291 languages.
– Country and city names from the Unicode database.
– Gazetteers, contextual patterns used by English name tagger and Chinese name
tagger (Yu et al. 2016).

– 1362 patterns collected from English name tagging literature.
– Leidos Corpus including English documents about disasters.
– English and Chinese Gigaword corpora.

2.1.3 Language-independent learning framework

We consider name tagging as a sequence labeling problem, to tag each token in a
sentence as the Beginning (B), Inside (I) or Outside (O) of a name mention with a
certain type. We classify names into four types: person (PER), organization (ORG),
geo-political entities (GPE) and location (LOC). We choose Deep Neural Networks
(DNN) as our underlying language-independent learning framework.

Predicting the tag for each token needs evidence from both of its previous context
and future context in the entire sentence. Bi-LSTM networks (Graves et al. 2013)
meet this need by processing each sequence in both directions with two separate
hidden layers, which are then fed into the same output layer. Moreover, there are
strong classification dependencies among name tags in a sequence. For example, “I-
LOC” cannot follow “B-ORG.” CRF models, which are particularly good at jointly
modeling tagging decisions, can be built on top of the Bi-LSTM networks (Lample
et al. 2016).

7 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/cmt-40/Nice/Elicitation/Elicitation_Corpus-LDC/.
8 https://www.archives.gov/iwg/declassified-records/rg-263-cia-records.
9 https://en.wiktionary.org.
10 http://panlex.org/.
11 http://cldr.unicode.org/.
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We categorize linguistic knowledge into three types and feed them into this frame-
work:

1. Implicit linguistic features including character embeddings and word embeddings
are learned globally from an external large corpus, so we feed them into one Bi-
LSTM networks so the model is able to make decision based on the context of the
current token.

2. Explicit linguistic features such as gazetteers and name designators are fed into
another Bi-LSTM networks. The output of these two Bi-LSTM networks are con-
catenated.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall learning framework.

2.2 Rapid incident-related resource acquisition

The first step is to perform topic modeling on all of these data sets and discover
candidate names in the incident related data.

2.2.1 Topically related document selection

Incident related document selection We checked the translations in the lexicon of
four incident-related keywords—zilzile (earthquake), er tewresh (earthquake), kerie
(Yutian), and xoten (Hotan)—to retrieve related documents from both themonolingual
data and comparable data from Set 0. However, we only retrieved 98 IL documents and
12 English documents that contain at least one keyword. So we attempted to retrieve
more documents about other types of disasters. Based on our world knowledge, there
are quite a few social unrest activities in Xinjiang province. Thus we used four other
keywords related to unrest: partlash (bombing), terorluq (terror), bomba (bomb), and
zorawanliq (riot), and retrieved 303 more IL documents.

Disaster related document selectionWe applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),
which is a language-independent unsupervised algorithm that assumes each document
can be represented as amixture of topics and eachword is generated from one underly-
ing topic. Based on these two assumptions, the model generates automatic summaries
of topics in terms of a discrete probability distribution over words for each topic, and
further infers per-document discrete distributions over topics. From the topic clusters,
we selected the top ranked representative keywords and translated them using the
lexicon, and then retrieved up to 30 represented documents from each cluster.

Tables 1 and 2 present the number of representative newswire (NW) and discussion
forum (DF) documents we chose for each topic from Set 1 and Set 2 respectively.

LDA does not perform well on tweets. Our situation frame team obtained English-
to-Uighur translations for representative keywords in each topic from the Native
Informant (NI). We used these keywords to select tweets related to disaster topics.
In addition, we also asked the NI to suggest some Uighur documents similar to the
scenario model for each topic. In total we selected 165, 448 and 666 documents for
CP1, CP2 and CP3 respectively.
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Table 1 Major topics from Set 1 (all are selected)

Topics # of Representative NW and DF documents

Yutian earthquake 3

Japan earthquake 1

Unrest in Hotan 3

AIDS, Ebola 20

Bombing, Japan, loss 4

Xinjiang, law, autonomous, people 20

Sports, basketball, Xinjiang 20

Turkey, China, Putin, Uighur 6

US, Japan, Turkey, military, Syria, war, Asia, leader 20

China, Uighur, Han, Turkey 20

Court, guilty, justice, sentence, insurance, fine 7

Money, bank, debt, price, market, dollar, house,
saving, bonus, salary, stock, county

14

Table 2 Major topics from Set 2 (bold topics are selected)

Topics # of Representative NW
and DF documents

You, poem, time, poet, flower, upload, greetings, love, thank
you, blessing

3

Islam, Allah, god, Curan, Mohammed, fasting, belief, hello,
religion, muslim

7

Announce, east, East Turkestan, central, capital 13

Sports, game, winter, ice, team, snow, Xinjiang, national,
skate, playground, ball, soccer, basketball, women,
skate board

30

Xinjiang, autonomous, good, people, important, party,
area, promote

30

Linear, surround, energy, bias, version, weather, globe,
group, air, classic, action, tendency, slow, physics

4

Money, stock, buy, rich, court, law, house, property,
paycheck, income, bank, rate, card, company, treating,
targeting rich people

5

Yes, gone, back, my father, out, ok, let me, my mother,
come in, see, stay, say

8

Earthquake, disaster, Yutian, scale, situation, Hotan,
rescue, shake, help, tackle, charity, 7.3, quake, center
of earthquake

1

Uighur, Han, China, take, United States, Chinese, year,
eastern

30
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2.2.2 Topically related english and chinese document selection

We used the translated keywords to retrieve topically related documents from the
English part of comparable corpora in Set 0, Set S, Leidos corpus, English Gigaword
and Chinese Gigaword corpora. We also collected all English and Chinese Wikipedia
pages about earthquakes inXinjiang.Thenwe ranourEnglish name tagger andChinese
name tagger (Yu et al. 2016) to extract entities from these documents. We found
that many documents are not exactly about the Hotan earthquake in 2014, but about
previous earthquakes (e.g., a magnitude-7.3 quake hit in Hotan in 2008) in the same
place. Many names are overlapping between the old incidents and this new incident.
Table 3 summarizes the profile of Set S.

2.2.3 Seed expected name mining

We started bymining many incident-related seed names by various expectation-driven
learning methods (Zhang et al. 2016):

– We drew a square surrounding Hotan in the map, and extracted all English and
Uighur GPE names within the square from the geocode database released by LDC.

– We extracted all names from the topically-related English and Chinese documents
selected from above.

– We asked the NI to select, type and translate names from frequent out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) words.

– We extracted all English and Chinese names from Wikipedia pages about earth-
quakes and/or Xinjiang.

– We extracted all English and Chinese names of cities, towns and villages from
Xinjiang related Wikipedia pages, and our name gazetteers.

– We extracted common Uighur person names from Wikipedia pages.
– We extracted Uighur-English name translation pairs using parenthesis patterns
from the first sentences of Wikipedia pages.

– Self training: in CP3, we also added the most frequent names (frequency> 7) that
were automatically extracted by CP1 and CP2 systems from all data sets as seeds.

2.2.4 Entity expansion and translation

Given the seed names discovered from the above, we attempted to automatically
mine related entities to further expand the expected entity set. We used two methods
described in (Lu et al. 2016):

Entity prior: For each English seed name, we further mined other related names
likely to appear in the same context in English Gigaword 5.0 corpus, based on their
co-occurrences and distributional similarity.

KB walker: We automatically linked each seed name to the multi-lingual
Wikipedia, and walked through the KB to harvest their neighbors and added all of
them to our expected name gazetteers, following a similar approach described in our
previous work Lu et al. (2016). Figure 2 illustrates an example.
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Table 3 Major topics and entities from Set S

Topics Entities # of Representative NW and DF documents

Earthquake Xinjiang 11

Attack Egypt 1

Avalanche Nepal 4

Sochi, Russia 1

Drought Djibouti 1

Mogadishu, Somalia 1

European Integration Ukraine President 1

Financial Crisis Bank of America 1

Fire Valparaiso, Chile 2

Flood Afghanistan 2

Japan 1

Servia 1

New Jersey 2

Gary Right Debate Uganda, Kenya 1

Heavy Rain Tongping, Juba, Sudan 1

Illegal Mining Johanneburg, South Africa 1

Pollution Wenzhou 1

Protest Bangkok, Thai 2

Caracas, Venezuela 1

Kyiv, Ukraine 1

Scandal Air Force 1

Storm Hawaii 2

Georgia 1

Tornado Arkansas 4

Nebraska 1

Typhoon Japan 1

Taiwan 1

Cavite, Manila 1

Vietnam 1

Violence Ukraine 1

Volcano Indonesia 1

Water California 1

Wild Fire California 2

Washington 1

For all of these expanded English and Chinese names, we first tried to translate as
many as possible to Uighur, using the lexicon and name translation pairs collected
before the evaluation as described in Sect. 2.1. Then we constructed co-burst n-gram
graphs from all of the comparable corpora (Ge et al. 2015). Using the existing name
translation pairs and lexicon as seeds, we adopt a bootstrapping based graph alignment
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Fig. 2 KB walker to expand expected names

Table 4 Statistics of acquired name gazetteers

Type In-domain In-domain with english translation General

GPE 5,725 1,246 719

ORG 900 194 102

PER 1,933 929 216

LOC 537 83 73

All 9,095 2,452 1,110

Table 5 Annotated data statistics (%)

CP PER GPE LOC ORG Total mentions Documents

CP1 201 261 56 217 735 61

CP2 467 501 141 391 1,500 121

CP3 1,012 917 243 819 2,991 289

approach (Ji 2009) to mine more name pairs. These pairs were shown to the NI for
further cleaning up. For the remaining English and Chinese names that did not receive
translations, we asked the NI to translate them. This turned out to be a fairly easy task
for the NI. The statistics of the final acquired name gazetteers are shown in Table 4.

2.2.5 Document annotation

We used the in-domain name gazetteers mined from above to automatically anno-
tate the select documents in a distant supervision fashion. These automatic annotation
results, alongwith the lexicon andword alignment fromparallel datawere all displayed
in both of our annotation interface (for the NI) and error analysis interface (for sys-
tem developers). The interfaces were also connected to a back-end pool-based active
learning framework Zhang et al. (2016) which can recommend the most uncertain
sentences.

Table 5 summarizes the statistics of annotated data. After we obtain annotations,
from each topic cluster we used 90%documents for training and 10% for development.
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2.3 IL-specific data pre-processing

2.3.1 Tokenizer

By checking the tokenization results of Set 0–2, we found that the performance of the
LDC tokenizer is not satisfying. For example, some common punctuation marks such
as “-,” “(,” and “),” as well as language-specific ones such as title punctuations are
not used to segment multiple tokens. As a result, we frequently get single tokens with
names embedded. For example, in a single token of the form PersonName(BirthYear–
DeathYear), like (1933–1901) abduxaliq uyghur, it’s very difficult to identify the
embedded person name. Two adjacent abbreviations are often mistakenly grouped as
one token, such as toerkie-junggu (Asia-Europe). Therefore we developed an in-house
IL-specific tokenizer by using 50 punctuations pulled from IL grammar books released
by LDC (Tiimiir and Lee 2003; Zakir 2010; Engesath et al. 2009). For a development
set from Set 1 and 2, there are 43K unique tokens based on the LDC tokenizer, while
the number is reduced to 37K by using our in-house tokenizer. The word coverage is
improved from 83% to 89%.

2.3.2 Character normalizer

Some common characters in Uighur have multiple possible Unicode code points even
though they appear to be very similar, due to various text input systems. For example,
ueruemchy and ueruemchi are both ways of writing Urumqi, but their last charac-
ters have different Unicode code points (U+06CC and U+0649, respectively). We
developed an IL-specific character normalizer.12 This is crucial for matching name
candidates and context features against external lexicons and gazetteers.

2.3.3 Suffix mining

We selected a set of name related suffixes from grammar books, Wiktionary13 and
WALS. Then we further categorized them into two types of features for name tagging:
(1) indicating animacy and thus the word is likely to be part of a person or an organi-
zation name, including ning, ni, luq, and lik. (2) locative suffixes indicating GPE/LOC
names, including ke, ge, qa, gha, te, de, ta, da, tin, din, tiki, diki, kiche, giche, qiche,
and ghiche.

2.4 Rapid IL-related knowledge acquisition

In this section, we describe our detailed approach to rapidly acquire, categorize, struc-
ture and zoom in on IL-specific linguistic knowledge.

12 http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/software/utilities/cleaner-v1.0.tar.gz.
13 https://en.wiktionary.org.
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2.4.1 Basic knowledge about the IL

The very first thing we did after the IL was announced was to get familiar with some
basic knowledge about the IL, the incident, and some history and culture about the
region. We read all grammar books, and consulted Wikipedia and the NI, and made
many notes about Uighur, selected name related features, and tried to remember some
commonwords. From thegrammar bookswealso summarizedmany contextualwords,
suffixes and 80+ stemming rules.

The following are some example notes of language-specific facts and rules we took:

1. There are 32 letters, with 126 surface forms.
2. Uighur contains very rich morphology. 90% words have arbitrary combinations

of suffixes (denoting person, number, case, mood, etc.).
3. Order: subject-object-verb is themost common order, andmodifiers appear before

heads.
4. Many words are borrowed from Arabic, Chinese and Russian.
5. Some title words such as “scientist” can be used as person names, and thus we

should expect high ambiguity on names.
6. Person names often consist of characters with special meanings.
7. Organization names are often nested, and they may contain person names.
8. POS tags for name tokens can be noun, adjective, adverb, or number.
9. Some suffixes are similar to those of Turkish. We can apply the Turkish rules

directly, although they might not work well since the vowel/consonant harmony
rules are more complicated.

10. The pattern “AB” canmean “A is B.” For example, “Bu (this) qelem (pen)”means
“This is a pen.”

11. Negation: yehmhs means “not.”
12. Conjunction: we and hhm mean “and”, the former joining nouns/sentences, and

the latter joining verbs and adjectives. The words lekin, biraq and yehmma mean
“but.”

13. Prepositions: bilhn is a preposition, meaning “and/with,” as in Adil bilen Abliz
(Adil and Abliz).

14. There is no gender on nouns.
15. Famous names often include special characters. For example, “O.” may refer to

Obama.

2.4.2 Culture-specific name knowledge

We also exploited the following culture-specific resources and facts.

– Basketball is popular in Xinjiang. Therefore we collected all Chinese basketball
teams, club names and famous player names from Wikipedia.

– A Uighur person’s last name is the same as his/her father’s first name.
– There are some famous politicians in Xinjiang who were involved in protests,
but their names never appeared in the mainstream Chinese news articles. So we
collected them from Wikipedia pages.
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– The incident occurred close to Uighur New Year (called Nowrūz), which is also a
very common person name.

2.4.3 Cross-lingual projection of name contextual resources

Since we have a high-performing English name tagger and a Chinese name tagger (Yu
et al. 2016), we translated the rich contextual resources in these two taggers into
Uighur based on the lexicon and NI input. Unfortunately only two resources were
proven effective:

– Name designators: 43 for organization, 21 for person, 39 for location, and 19 for
geo-political entities.

– Chinese last names: 446 entries.

Many other lists of contextual words of names are highly ambiguous in Uighur. For
example, action verbs and titles are good indicators for person names in English. How-
ever, on average an English action verb or title has more than 10 possible translations
in Uighur, e.g., “watch” has 41 possible translations in Uighur.

2.4.4 IL-specific explicit linguistic features

We aggregated all of the knowledge resources acquired from the above approaches,
and designed IL-specific explicit linguistic features as follows:

– The first and the last syllables of each token, based on the intuition that names
often include suffixes, and the first syllables of person names often follow some
specific patterns.

– 319 common syllable patterns from person names. The most frequent patterns
include gue, sha, mir, gha, uel, ash, guel, buew, abdu, and muhemme.

– We categorized suffixes into three types of features: animacy related, GPE/LOC
related and non-name related.

– Two words before and two words after the current token.
– Conjunction feature of stem and suffix.
– Name tagging features translated from English and Chinese.

Overall, all of the above explicit linguistic features achieved a 2.4% F-score
improvement on the evaluation set, compared to the model using only embedding
based features.

2.5 Cross-media evidence

In our recent work (Lu et al. 2016), we proposed a simple person name verification
method based on visual evidence. For each name candidate, we apply Google Image
Search to retrieve the top 10 images. If more than 5 images contain 1–2 faces and noth-
ing else, we classify the name as a person. We apply a face detection technique based
on digital image features used in object recognition (Viola and Jones 2001). We apply
this idea to validate person names in the unconstrained setting. For a Uighur candidate
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Fig. 3 Face recognition for validating person names

person name, we search both its original form and romanized form via Google Image
Search, because sometimes the romanized form can match more languages in theWeb
for more reliable verification. Figure 3 shows some examples.

Due to Google Image Search API’s daily limit, we only had time to verify the
person names which were identified in new runs but not in previous runs (i.e., in CP3
output but not in CP2 output, in CP2 output but not in CP1 output). Therefore this
method only provided a very small gain (0.1% F-score) for the evaluation set. In our
previous experiment on Hausa name tagging, when we were able to apply this method
to all candidate person names, the overall F-score was 36% higher than a supervised
model (Lu et al. 2016).

2.6 Native informant use

At each checkpoint we asked the Native Informant to perform the following tasks:

– Fill in a linguistic survey as described in (Zhang et al. 2016).Wewere able to figure
out answers to most questions by reading the grammar books, thus we limited our
questions to language-specific name characteristics and translate some lists. The
survey answers are automatically translated into gazetteers, rules, patterns and
features in the tagger.

– Correct automatically projected annotations for the selected documents from Set
0–2 through active learning.
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Table 6 Name tagging
evaluation results: F-score (%)

Condition Team CP1 CP2 CP3

Primary constrained ELISA 55.1 56.4 63.5

MAX 55.1 57.6 63.5

All constrained ELISA 55.4 57.4 63.5

MAX 55.4 57.8 63.5

All unconstrained ELISA 55.1 58.2 62.8

MAX 55.1 58.2 62.8

Table 7 Name type break-down
scores on development set (%)

Type Precision Recall F-score

GPE 67.3 87.3 76.0

ORG 79.8 45.1 57.6

PER 76.9 62.5 68.9

LOC 62.9 44 51.8

All 72.1 65.0 68.3

– Translate incident related names fromSet S,EnglishGigaword,ChineseGigaword,
and the Leidos corpus.

– Translate English and Chinese name related resources such as designators.
– Translate 100 common English words to Uighur.
– Translate some sentences in the development set for error analysis.
– Suggest keywords to search Wikipedia dump about pages that might contain local
names in Xinjiang and common Uighur person names.

– Select disaster related tweets from Set 0–2.
– Select, type, and translate names from the list of frequent OOV words (words in
Set 0–2 but not in the lexicon or MT’s word-to-word translation table).

– Find more web pages that include descriptions about the incident or related topics,
for the unconstrained setting.

2.7 Experiment results

2.7.1 Name tagging evaluation results

The evaluation results of our name tagger are shown in Table 6.

2.7.2 Break-down scores on development set

Table 7 shows detailed break-down scores for various entity types on our development
set. Not surprisingly, the performance of GPE names is better than other types due to
the rich harvested expected names and incident related documents. The performance
on incident related documents is about 6% higher than the overall development set.
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2.7.3 LTDE

We were able to integrate Uighur name taggers at all check points into the ELISA
Language Technology Development Environment (LTDE). Next Century, the system
integrator in the DARPA LORELEI program, called the name tagger APIs in our
LTDE, and ran the systems on the evaluation set to produce all primary runs and also
a contrastive run within six hours after the evaluation started. The LTDE running time
for calling from a PC at Next Century on the entire evaluation set was approximately 9
min for the CP1 and CP2 systems, and 14min for the CP3 system. The systems include
full training and test functions, as well as human-in-the-loop interfaces for language
survey and active learning based document annotation. We also extended the systems
to cross-lingual entity discovery and linking (name tagging, name translation, name
transliteration, entity linking to English knowledge base). ELISA LTDE currently
includes Cross-lingual EDL APIs for 282 languages (Pan et al. 2017).

2.8 Challenges

2.8.1 The choice of Uighur

Uighur has extremely low resources. Before the evaluation we were able to build name
taggers for Turkish and Uzbek, which are closely related to Uighur. Both taggers
reached high performance: 76% F-score for Turkish and 83% F-score for Uzbek.
However, there are much fewer entries in resources such as WALS, CIA Names and
DLIFLC Survival Kit for Uighur. There are only 2566 Uighur pages in Wikipedia,
many fewer than Turkish (277,547 pages) and Uzbek (128,664 pages). Most Uighur
Wikipedia pages contain much less content than their counterparts in Turkish and
Uzbek. The cross-lingual links are not carefully validated and thus contain errors. For
example, the page of qaraqash derya sigha (Karakash River) is mistakenly linked to
“Karakax County.”

2.8.2 Related languages do not help

One of the related languages, Uzbek, has a very similar script and grammar to Uighur.
Therefore we attempted to use Uzbek name taggers, training data and resources to
improve Uighur name tagging. We attempted to convert Uzbek name training data and
resources toUighur using theUzbek-to-Uighur transliteration component as described
in Sect. 3.2. The converted Uzbek-to-Uighur resources hurt F-scores by 1.28 and 3%
for the development set and the evaluation set, respectively. In contrast to its great
contribution to MT, the accuracy of this transliterator (around 50%) is not sufficient
for transferring name tagging resources. The size of our common Uzbek-Uighur name
pairs is also too small (100 pairs). In addition, the topics of the Uzbek training data
are irrelevant to the incident in Uighur. We will continue our attempts at mining
more Uzbek-Uighur sentence pairs and concept pairs from Wikipedia to improve the
transliterator. We have developed an effective component to identify Uighur-Uzbek
document pairs from Wikipedia by walking through cross-lingual Uighur-Uzbek and
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Fig. 4 Gazetteers ranked by purity (%)

Uighur-English-Uzbek links. We also found it was relatively easy for humans (non
Uighur/Uzbek native speakers) to identify sentence pairs by comparing the romanized
Uighur andUzbek using the clues such as position in the document, patterns, document
length, sentence length, number match, pronunciation similarity, linked page match
and image similarity. An automatic mining system should be able to incorporate these
features as well as other measures which were hard for manual checking, such as KB
properties.

2.8.3 Gazetteer based features do not help

We tried various neural architectures and feature representations to encode gazetteers
as additional features. However, using name gazetteers directly as features hurt the
performance. There are two major reasons: (1) 90% name entries in gazetteers do not
appear in our development set at all. (2) For the gazetteer entries that do appear in
certain contexts, they are often not names. We define a purity measure to compute the
percentage of matched gazetteer entries that appear as names in texts. Figure 4 shows
the purity scores of gazetteers matching the development set.

We further define type purity by checking the percentage of matched gazetteer
entries that appear as names in texts and have the types designated by the gazetteer.
For comparison, we also assessed the quality of English name gazetteers as described
in (Zhang et al. 2016). The results are presented in Table 8. We can see that the purity
scores of Uighur gazetteers are much lower than English gazetteers. Table 9 shows
some name examples with low type purity scores.

From the analysis we can conclude that the major reason is that the target corpus
covers a wide variety of topics, and the gazetteers have high ambiguity and low cov-
erage. This matches the observation on English name tagging by (Chiu and Nichols
2016). Addressing this challenge will require a better neural network architecture
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Table 8 Gazetteer comparison by type purity

Type Uighur in-domain Uighur general English general

GPE 42.7 21.8 85.3

ORG 61.6 60.8 86.4

PER 67.9 67.3 88.1

LOC – 41.8 –

Table 9 Name examples with
low type purity scores

Type Name Translation Type purity (%)

GPE jinping Zhenping 0.54

GPE birazilie Brazil 4.35

GPE qatar Qatar 5.26

PER shu Shu 0.13

PER ming Ming 0.96

PER nur Nur 9.52

Table 10 MT evaluation results Bleu Results

Checkpoint 0 (CP0) 24 h 11.90

Checkpoint 1 (CP1) 1 week 12.77

Checkpoint 2 (CP2) 2 weeks 14.89

Checkpoint 3 (CP3) 4 weeks 15.77

design, as well as better criteria to assess the quality of each individual entry in the
gazetteers.

3 Machine translation

3.1 Results

Our MT evaluation results are presented in Table 10.

3.2 Technical approach

MT systems We employed several MT systems: (1) a syntax-based MT system
(SBMT) built at USC’s Information Sciences Institute (ISI), (2) a hierarchical phrase-
based system (Hiero) built at the University of Notre Dame, (3) a phrase-based system
(Moses) built at the University of Notre Dame, and (4) a phrase-based system (Niu-
Trans) adapted to Uighur at ISI.

TheseMT systems were trained on parallel Uighur/English data provided by NIST,
plus 1565 Uighur/English name pairs from a pre-collected massively multilingual
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Table 11 MT data split
configuration

Set Sentences Word tokens

“train” 99,005 2,370,339

“dev” 686 4000

“syscomb” 366 2000

“test” 347 2000

namepair list. Translationmodels usedmixed-case parallel data.NotreDame language
models also used mixed-case data, while ISI language models were trained on lower-
case data with case-insensitive scoring. Word alignment used corpora (both Uighur
and English) with tokens stemmed to their first four letters. We combined results from
two aligners, GIZA++ (Och and Ney 2003) and the Berkeley aligner (Liang et al.
2006).

MorphologyOurMT systems used the Morfessor system (Creutz and Lagus 2005)
for unsupervised splitting of words in Uighur data. The SBMT translator was exposed
to both Morfessor and non-Morfessor analyses in the form of an source-language
lattice. SBMT decodings took the Morfessor paths about 10% of the time.

DictionariesWe used an LDC-provided dictionary (115k mined translation pairs),
as well as the Uighur part of a massively multilingual dictionary provided by Katrin
Kirchhoff of the University of Washington (Masterlex, 3k pairs). Furthermore, we
scraped an online dictionary (http://dict.yulghun.com) in both the Uighur→English
direction (44k pairs) and (after Checkpoint 1) English→Uighur, which we reversed to
obtain more Uighur→English entries (80k pairs). We included 1565 Uighur/English
name pairs from a pre-collected, massively multilingual name pair list mined from
Wikipedia. Additionally, we included 2k–4k semi-automatically translated names pro-
duced by the approach described in Sect. 2.2.4, plus 500 English disaster-related terms
translated by a native informant. Overall dictionary sizes were 165k at CP1, 397k at
CP2 and 578k at CP3.

Corpora We processed the LoReHLT-provided Uighur/English parallel data into
sets called “train” (for MT rule acquisition), “dev” (for MT tuning), “syscomb” (for
system combination tuning), and “test” (held out). The parallel data constituted four
parts:

– Two technical manuals (416 and 19,101 untokenized English words)
– A phrase book (23,267 untokenized English words)
– Fifteen (non-identical) translations of the Quran. (2,532,409 untokenized English
words)

We apportion individual sentence pairs into “train”, “dev,” “syscomb,” and “test” sets,
rather than whole document pairs. We also received a scenario description showing
that the test incident was an earthquake in Xinjiang Province, China. Believing that the
Quran data was least relevant to this incident, we kept it out of the “dev,” “syscomb,”
and “test” sets. We filtered out sentences with length ratios or length deltas in excess
of one standard deviation away from the corpus mean (less than 1% of total words).
This yielded the data split configuration as shown in Table 11.
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System combination We used Kenneth Heafield’s multi-engine machine transla-
tion (MEMT) software (Heafield and Lavie 2010) to combine individual MT system
outputs. The software constructs lattices from sets of translations by heuristically
aligning words, then tunes weights for a set of language model and per-system fea-
tures to optimize Bleu Papineni et al. (2002), using the MERT algorithm (Och 2003).
We initially tuned system combination using the “syscomb” set and chose systems
using human intuition, but as described below, we later revised this approach.

3.3 Checkpoint systems

In this section, we describe specific resources and methods applied prior to each of
the three evaluation checkpoints.

Checkpoint 1 Our MT systems trained on “found” parallel Uighur/English data
supplied by LDC. Even though this data was small and out-of-domain, our syntax-
basedMT systemwas able to pick up general patterns of Uighur in its learned English-
to-Uighur rules and their counts:

S(x0:NP-C S-BAR(VP(x1:VBD x2:NP-C) x3:.))
-> x0 x2 x1 x3 (count = 59) /* SOV */
-> x1 x2 x0 x3 (count = 2) /* VOS */
-> x2 x0 x1 x3 (count = 4) /* OSV */
-> x2 x1 x0 x3 (count = 3) /* OVS */

NPB(x0:JJ x1:NN)
-> x0 x1 (count = 52615)
-> x1 x0 (count = 2354)

Dictionaries We preprocessed all dictionaries, reducing and breaking apart target
sides like “share, portion (e.g. one third).” into two translation pairs (normalized
entries) with target sides “share” and “portion”, respectively, as well as resolving
references like “see other word” on the target side.

Numbers, dates, quantities We used a flexible rule-based system for translating
numbers, dates, and quantities (such as “fifty kilometers”). It marks source-text spans
with suggested translations, and MT systems are free to take those suggestions or not.
Typically, MT systems have a discriminatively-trained feature weight that controls
that choice on a case-by-case basis. For Checkpoint 1, we built 184 lexical entries.

Native informant LoReHLT provided a Uighur speaking native informant (NI) for
1 h prior to Checkpoint 1. We spent 5 min on Uighur spelling-variation questions. We
spent 30 min translating 181 words of English scenario model to Uighur. This was
very hard for the NI, who could only complete half the document. We spent 25 min
translating 85 individual English disaster words. For a minority of words (5–10%),
the NI asked for their meaning. It was necessary to postedit the NI’s English.

Chinese room We previously developed an interface (the “Chinese Room”) that
allowsmonolingual English speakers to translate sentences froman arbitrary, unknown
language, given a dictionary and a small parallel text. Itmakes these resources available
in an intuitive way. Our first application to Uighur was a 30-min session on a Uighur
article concerned with an earthquake in Japan. In 30 min, we translated the title into
“2011 Japan earthquake and tsunami” and the third sentence into “People’sNewspaper:
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15 March: Telegram from Tokyo: Japanese police announced reliable information
about an earthquake that happened on the 15th at 8 o’clock, and the flooding caused
3373 deaths and more than 15,000 missing.” We also translated a tweet only partially
into “InOctober, among the population of Urumqi, . . . average consumption . . . 18.8%
. . .”

Checkpoint 2We improved several MT resources and components for the Check-
point 2 evaluation.

Dictionaries The dictionary processing pipeline for Checkpoint 2 included special
handling of combinedUnicode characters (e.g., yehwith hamza) to ensure consistency
in all our resources as well as stripping of diacritics and control characters introduced
by the scraping process. To increase our recall, we also began to expand the list
of named-entity translations by combining each source side of an entry with a list
of known Uighur suffixes (and their English translations on the target side, where
applicable), thus yielding 101k (and for CP3, 195k) total name translations.

Related languages For Checkpoint 2, we integrated Uzbek related-language data
into our MT system training. Our goal was to convert Uzbek into Uighur, and thus
convert our Uzbek/English parallel data into additional Uighur/English data. Our NI
confirmed that Uzbek and Uighur are closely related.

Our first idea was to move to a romanized form of Uighur, then remove vowels from
bothUzbek andUighur. This unified a great deal of theUzbek andUighur vocabularies.
However, romanizing (via the uroman tool) hurt Uighur/English translation by 3–4
Bleu points. Thus, any system that integrated Uzbek data would have to make up this
large difference before being helpful.

Our second idea was to convert Uzbek directly into native (Arabic script) Uighur.

– Dictionary 1. We combined our Uighur/English and Uzbek/English dictionaries
by pivoting through common English, creating an Uzbek/Uighur dictionary. We
scored entries based on edit-distance between Uzbek and romanized Uighur, with
vowels deleted. This gave us 230k scored entries, which we thresholded down to
8500 high-quality entries.

– Dictionary 2. Separately, we obtained t-tables from Uighur/English and Uzbek/
English parallel data, and also combined these t-tables by pivoting through com-
mon English. The Uighur/Uzbek t-table was score by P(uzb | eng) + P(eng |
uzb) + P(uig | eng) + P(eng | uig), and thresholded down to 1k entries.

– Transliteration. We trained an Uzbek-to-Uighur transliteration system on Dictio-
nary 1, using the DirecTL system (Jiampojamarn et al. 2009).

When converting Uzbek to Uighur, we gave the dictionaries priority over the
transliteration system. After adding the converted Uzbek/English parallel corpus to
the Uighur/English parallel corpus, we obtained a gain in MT accuracy, as shown in
Table 12.

Post-processingWe used our dictionary to post-process our SBMT output, replac-
ing as many OOVs with English words that were guessable from the dictionary, taking
suffixes into account. We also post-processed system combination English results by
moving URLs to the end of the MT output, in the case that an MT URL matches a
sentence-ending URL in the Uighur source.
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Table 12 Impact of converted
Uzbek/English parallel corpus

Contrastive CP2 submissions Bleu

SBMT 13.17

SBMT + uzb2uig 14.67

Fig. 5 Our “domain” data set (earthquake and tweet data) tracks the evaluation set. Each point represents a
single MT system or system combination. The red point indicates the primary constrained MT submission
for Checkpoint 2

In-domain data Because we needed to track our systems’ progress, we developed
a 1628-word in-domain Uighur/English data set, using our NI and Chinese Room. The
set contained:

– A 19-sentence Wikipedia article about an earthquake in Japan that was mined pre-
CP1 by searching for keywords, and was later translated via the Chinese Room
process and corrected by NI sessions.

– 16 Tweets randomly selected from the Uighur monolingual corpus, and that were
translated by a combination of NI direct translation and Chinese Room translation
with NI correction

– A translation by the NI of eight sentences from the English incident description.
– 34 newswire sentences heuristically selected frommonolingual sets 0 and 1, trans-
lated via Chinese Room and NI sessions.

We called this set “domain”. We decided to use it for two purposes: (1) driving single-
system development, and (2) automatically tuning system combination weights. We
noticed that improvements to our dictionaries did not have a great impact on out-of-
domain “syscomb” and “test” sets, so we tended to trust scores on “domain” instead.

System combinationWe submitted several contrastive runs for LoReHLT Check-
point 2, one for each single system used in our system combination. Because we
included a range of systems in our system combination, we could determine that
“domain” set Bleu scores correlated highly with evaluation set Bleu scores (Fig. 5).
So we decided that our “domain” set was adequate for tracking progress between
CP2 and CP3. Our system combination also outperformed all single systems, so we
concluded that the combination was not completely overfit on “domain.” By contrast,
out-of-domain “test” Bleu scores (extracted from LDC found parallel data) did not
track evaluation scores (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Our “test” data set (from LoReHLT-supplied parallel data) does not track the evaluation set. Each
point represents a singleMT system or system combination. The red point indicates the primary constrained
MT submission for Checkpoint 2

Native informant We were give four additional hours of the NI’s time prior to
Checkpoint 2.

(First hour) Our NI translated Uighur documents identified as most relevant. The
NI translated 287 target tokens in 40 min. Initial translations were rough, and required
active discussion with the NI. For the remaining 20 min, the NI translated 8 sentences
Eng-Uig from Set S. We found that Eng-Uig translation was slower than Uig-Eng.

(Second hour) We gave the NI the task to postedit English translations produced
in the Chinese Room (The NI was initially under the impression that the translations
were produced by machine and wanted to know how to obtain the software). The NI
was able to do 477 words in one hour. Some fixes were very significant (e.g., “gun
fired” postedited to “fire disaster”). The NI also looked over previous NI translations
and noted that terrorists should be voluntaries.

(Third hour) We continued with Uighur/English translation, using a new method in
which we first asked the NI to describe the contents of the Uighur sentence aloud, in
English. Then we typed what we thought we heard, in grammatical English, followed
by joint editing. We obtained 320 words per hour with no need for postediting.

(Fourth hour) Using the same method, we obtained 488 words translated in 1 h.
Chinese room We used the Chinese Room to generate additional “translations”

of Uighur sentences into English. We had no way of checking the accuracy of these
translations, but inter-annotator agreement on this small set was reasonable. In our
previousChineseRoomexperiments, a small parallel textwas very helpful for “zeroing
in” on themeaning of a sourceword or phrase. The tool retrieves all sentence pairs with
the word/phrase, and the operator scans the English side for a single common concept,
which may of course be expressed in different ways, e.g., “come from,” “hail from,”
“be from,” “Southern”).However, in theLoReHLTevaluation, the primary parallel text
was the Koran, which we typically could not use to figure out the meanings of Uighur
words, even when they occurred many times. Hence, we relied more on dictionary and
morphological information.

Checkpoint 3This section describes our work prior to the Checkpoint 3 evaluation.
Dictionaries We obtained noisy POS tags for Uighur words in our normalized

dictionaries by inferring a representative POS tag for the English side. This allowed
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us to stemmanyUighur entries using noun- and verb-specific suffix removal templates
(yielding additional 132k entries on top of the unstemmed 446k entries).

Related languagesWe improved our Uzbek to Uighur converter, for the purposes
of importing Uzbek/English parallel data into our Uighur MT training. In order to
separately test our Uzbek/Uighur converter, we constructed a small Uzbek/Uighur
parallel corpus from multilingual Wikipedia, which we had downloaded in its entirety
prior to the evaluation. We then used Bleu to measure the accuracy of conversion. We
obtained a 3.7 Bleu for the Checkpoint 2 converter. For Checkpoint 3, we loosened
the threshold for Dictionary 1 (from 8500 entries to 38,000 entries), and we also
re-trained our transliterator on that data. We then added a spell-correction module
to modify the transliterator’s output by matching it against a 25k-entry Uighur word
list derived from 33m tokens of monolingual Uighur (words with > 100 frequency
only). Spell-correction gave less weight to vowels than consonants, and preferred to
correct to frequent word types. This yielded a higher Bleu score on our Uzbek/Uighur
test (16.2), but led to worse overall Uighur/English MT. Finally, we created a more
conservative Uzbek/Uighur converter, which eschewed spelling correction in cases
where the required edits were too many, and whose transliterator was sensitive to
specific consonant substitutions. This obtained a 16.4 Bleu onUzbek to Uighur, and an
improvement in overall Uighur/EnglishMT.On our internal (‘domain’ and ‘domain2’)
test sets, our first Uzbek-infused system scored 17.9 and 20.8, while our final system
scored 18.2 and 21.2.

System combination Before Checkpoint 2, we heuristically selected systems for
combination. We wanted to keep the number of systems used in combination below 7
or so, since the MERT-based optimization procedure built into MEMT does not scale
well as the parameter space grows.We included the strongest flavor of each system (for
flavors such as “sbmt,” “hiero,” “niutrans,” etc.) to increase diversity. When we lucked
upon a strong combination, we tended to be conservative and preserve the systems
involved in that combination going forward whenever possible. We used performance
on the “domain” set to set parameters, but we also chose combinations that performed
best on “domain.” This overfitting was unfortunate but necessary given the severe lack
of in-domain parallel data. Once “domain2” became available, we chose systems that
jointly did well on both sets.

Prior to Checkpoint 3, we decided to trade intuition for compute power. While it
was infeasible to generate all 219 − 1 = 524, 287 combinations of the 19 systems we
had available at the time, the

(19
3

) = 969 combinations of any 3 systems was tractable
and in practice finished quite quickly. Our previous best manual combination of 6
systems took longer to run and was outperformed by several of the wide-coverage
3-system sets.

Even the
(n
3

)
approximation to the full powerset of combination choices is difficult

to maintain as n grows. From the 969 combinations depicted in Fig. 7 we selected
those 9 systems that contributed to the top-scoring combinations and combined them
with new systems as available. By doing this we were able to quickly converge on
ideal combinations with minimal manual searching and without the extra overhead
from combinations of numerous systems. The progress is evident in Fig. 8.

Numbers, dates, and quantities We wrote 215 lexical entries and 34 patterns,
covering more phrasings of numbers and quantities (Figs. 9, 10).
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Fig. 7 Scores of “domain” and “domain2” by all
(19
3
)
system combination selections. The score obtained

by manual selection of six systems is shown in red for comparison

Fig. 8 Hillclimbing system combination as more systems become available. Only the top systems from
previous combinations are used in new combinations, enabling rapid progress

Chinese roomWe added a grammar section for Uighur suffixes and function words
to the Chinese Room interface, based on the provided grammar book. We added a
stemming capability for verbs, as well as brief guidelines. We used the Chinese Room
to create an additional “domain2” set (1157 English words). Adding it to “dev” (4000
words) for tuning MT weights, we got a + 0.3 improvement on “domain” for the
hierarchical phrase-based MT system; however, we primarily used “domain2” as a
held-out test set for system combination.
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Fig. 9 Our “domain” data set (earthquake and tweet data) tracks the evaluation set somewhat less well than
it did in Checkpoint 2, as our work between Checkpoints 2 and 3 appears to have overfit on domain. Each
point represents a singleMT system or system combination. The red point indicates the primary constrained
submission. The green point indicates the highest-scoring contrastive submission

Fig. 10 Our “domain2” data set (additional earthquake and tweet data) tracks the evaluation set somewhat
better than domain. Each point represents a singleMT systemor system combination. The red point indicates
the primary constrained submission. The green point indicates the highest-scoring contrastive submission

4 Interaction between MT and name tagging/translation

The common scenario and data sets shared by multiple tasks in LoReHLT provide
great opportunities to jointly model them and enable them to mutually enhance each
other. In our system, name tagging and translation helped MT by providing likely
translation candidates for identified Uighur names.

We then convert these translation pairs into SBMT rules, augmenting the rules
extracted from parallel corpora. All rules have features attached to them—in the case
of name translation rules, we attach an indicator feature instead of probabilities. We
tune the weight of this indicator feature along with other weights.

Based on our improved components in 2017, name tagging and translation provided
a 0.4 improvement in MT BLEU score, as shown in Table 13. Some examples that
received better translations are shown in Table 14.
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Table 13 Impact of name
tagging and translation on MT
(tested on an unsequestered
subset of Set E)

Methods BLEU

MT without name tagging and translation 13.7

MT with name tagging and translation 14.1

Table 14 Sentence examples with better MT integrating name tagging and translation (NT); names trans-
lated by NT but not by the baseline MT are highlighted

Methods Output examples

Source uyghur elining ili wadisini oez ichige alghan asasliq ashliq ishlepchiqirish baziliri bu
yili eghir qurghaqchiliq apitige duch kelgen

Reference Many important agricultural bases in the Uyghur homeland, including Ili valley, have
experienced severe drought this year

System w/o NT Uyghur Alihon PROMISES of the basic grain Production bases of this year came to
meet the severe drought

System w/t NT Uighur includes the basic grain production bases Ili Valley , this year came to meet the
severe drought

Source shinjang uyghur aptonom rayoni sayahet idarisi partguruppisining sekretari li jidung
mundaq dedi, shinjang muzluq sayahitining on nechche yildin buyanqi sayahet
kirimi bir milyard yueenge etmeydu, lekin muzluqning guemueruelueshi, erishi elip
kelgen ziyanni moelcherligili bolmaydu

Reference Party Group Secretary of the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region Tourism Bureau,
Li Jidong, said, “Xinjiang glacier tourism over the previous ten years or more has
earned nearly one billion yuan, but the damage caused by the sinking and melting of
glaciers is impossible to estimate”

System w/o NT Xinjiang Tourism bureau said this way, Secretary of the team jidung (Centre) Xinjiang
winterscape trip 10 some will reach one billion Yuan Tourism income from the
previous year, but the suction covered with ice , shall not be brought evaluable loss

System w/t NT Xinjiang Tourism bureau team , the Secretary said this , Li Jidong (Centre) Xinjiang
ice does not have a trip for 10 buyan travel income from a few year one billion Yuan
suction , but the ice ’s shall not be brought evaluable loss

Source kiyushu, shikoko qatarliq jaydiki qutquzush etiriti kumamotogha yetip barghan

Reference Rescue teams from Kyushu, Shikoko and others went to Komamoto

System w/o NT curium Shikoku came to Deliver the scent engine and others in the Region

System w/t NT Kiyushu Shikoko reached to Deliver the scent engine and others in the Region

Source peng leyueen xanimni shinjangning eydizning aldini elishtiki obraz elchisi bolushqa
torda imzaliq ochuq xet yazamduq emise?

Reference How about we publish an open letter signed by netizens to invite Madam Peng Liyuan
to be an “image ambassador” in the Aids prevention campaign in Xinjiang?

System w/o NT Peng Yuan gentlewoman Xinjiang, prevention of AIDS in the “image Ambassador,”
write to be signed an open letter on the Internet?

System w/t NT Peng Liyuan Xinjiang’s AIDS prevention, in the “image ambassador” copy has
signed the open letter on the Internet?

Source amerika lankast uniwersitetidiki derek gaserer doktor mundaq dedi, ibula wirusi bilen
yuqumlanghan bir kishi az degende ene ikki kishini yuqumlanduridiken

Reference Doctor Derrick Gassirer from Lancaster University in America said, “One patient
with Ebola virus can at least infect two more people”
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Table 14 continued

Methods Output examples

System w/o NT Draw of the university of America hose Ceres septic someone at least two more people
with doctor, he said, ibu the virus is spread

System w/t NT The US hose Derrick Gassirer doctor of the university, he said, ibu the virus spread
septic someone is at least two more people

Source 1955-yili bueguenki kuende bel gaytis tughulghan

Reference Today in 1955, Bill Gates was born

System w/o NT In 1955, today was born from the waist

System w/t NT The year of 1955, today Bill Gates was born

Source bueguen ueruemchi waqti saet ettide, xettatlirimizdin adiljan muellim, yasin kerim,
muhemetallaberdi neqqash, muhemmetjan abdulla qaraqashi, elijan muellim
qatarliqlar,we el abide saxawet etirtidiki 20 oghlanimz, el abide saxawet etirtining
mesuli munewwer xanimning yardimide teyyar qilinghan lozunka,pilakat,
webayraqlirni ilip, apet rayunigha qarap yolgha chiqti

Reference At Urumqi local time 7, calligraphers like Master Adiljan , Yasin Kërim, Muhemm-
tallaberdi Nekqash,Muhemmetjan Abdulla Qaraqashi, and Master Ëlijan, along
with 20 sons of the “People Monument Charity Team,” took the banners, posters,
and flags prepared with the help of Ms. Munire, leader of the “People Monument
Charity Team,” and headed to the disaster area

System w/o NT Ürümqi Time today at 7 o’clock, our chirographer Odiljon teacher, Yasin Holy,
Nakkosh God, Muhammadjon Abdulla Karakax Alihon teacher qatarliqlar,we
OBADE Sahovat scent of 20, my son, El OBADE Sahovat scent munewwer
prepared with the help of the device lozunka,pilakat, Standard contacts, I got on the
way to the Region

System w/t NT Today at 7 o’clock in the Ürümchi Time , Adiljan teacher from our calligraphers,
Yasen Kerim,Muhemmtallaberdi Nekqash,
Muhemmetjan Abdulla Qaraqashi, qatarliqlar,we memorial Sahovat scent of 20
Oghlan Alihon teacher, I, memorial Sahovat scent responsible munewwer prepared
with the help of the device lozunka,pilakat, Standard contacts, the disaster reached
the way to the Region

On the other hand, we followed our previous work (Ji and Grishman 2007) to
exploit MT results as feedback to improve name tagging. We designed the following
two MT-driven features for name tagging:

– If an n-gram has multiple translations in the lexicon, and all translations are lower-
cased, then it’s unlikely to be a name. Table 15 shows some examples of spurious
names which were successfully removed by this feature.

– If an n-gram has multiple translations in the lexicon, and all translations include
prepositions, then it’s likely to be a GPE/LOC name. For example, birmada is
translated into “in Burma,” “at Burma,” “fon Burma,” “in Myanmar,” “at Myan-
mar,” or “on Myanmar,” and thus it’s likely to be a GPE or LOC.

These two additional features provided 0.7% absolute F-score gain on name tagging
for the development set.

If MT were better, it could provide more clear context for helping the name tagger
to identify and type names. For example, if we see an English translation “XYZ had
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Table 15 Examples of spurious names removed by translation feedback

Type Spurious name Translations

PER keyinki Final|following|future|happening after|last|later|located
behind|next|the following|the next|coming|subsequent|upcoming

GPE hajetxana Toilet|washroom|boghouse|closet|comfort station|facilities|rest
room|water closet

GPE taxta Brick|chopping board|large sheet|pastry board|plank|plot|wooden
board|writing board|writing slate|sheet

GPE toqmaq Blow|bludgeon|bundle|club|strike|wooden
mallet|alpeen|alpenstock|bastinade| hammer

GPE komedie Comedy|a comedy|a comic play|farce

Table 16 Examples of using MT feedback for name tagging, indicative contexts are highlighted

Uighur sentence Reference translation MT output Name Type

biz oetken yilida
londongha barghan

We went to London
last year

We went to londongha
the last year

londongha GPE

men alan tet, terri
tetning oghli

I’m Alan Tate, Terry
Tate’s son

I alan said, his son
terri tetning

terri tetning PER

u tokyoda ayropilan
chiqip osakigha
barghan

He went from Tokyo
to Osaka by plane

He has gone to
osakigha out of the
airplanes in Tokyo

osakigha GPE

paponie bash weziri
nato ken 15-chesla
radioaktipliq
maddilarning chiqip
ketish xewpining
eship
beriwatqanliqini
eytqan

Japanese Prime
Minister Naoto Ken
believes that since
the 15th,
radioactivity is
increasing to
dangerous levels

paponie Prime
Minister nato,
leaving the
radioactive matter
on the 15th is
xewpining
increasing
beriwatqanliqini.

paponie, nato GPE, PER

a baby boy”, then the source-language word corresponding to XYZ is likely of type
PER. Table 16 shows more examples.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we presented several key novel techniques underlying two high-
performing systems at LoReHLT 2016, for name tagging and MT respectively. Our
name tagger also provided accurate location name tagging results for situation frame
localization. In the future we plan to build a multi-lingual common semantic space so
that low-resource ILs can borrow semantic knowledge and resources from all other
languages. We will also enhance supervised learning frameworks to make them more
robust to noise in automatically generated training data, and more effectively incorpo-
rate non-traditional explicit linguistic features. Moreover, we will explore more and
deeper interactions betweenMT and name tagging.Wewill take advantage of accurate
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MT output for contextual words to annotate names in a Chinese room environment;
while extend our name tagging and translation techniques from three entity types to a
lot more out-of-vocabulary phrase types to enhance MT quality.
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